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Amos Elkana was born in Boston, but grew up in Jerusalem. At the age of 
15, he picked up the electric guitar and began to study music, which soon became his 
primary occupation in life. In 1987, aged 20, he returned to Boston to study jazz guitar 
at the Berklee College of Music and composition at The New England Conservatory of 
Music. In 1990, he moved to Paris where he studied composition with Michele Reverdy. 
He also took composition classes with Erik Norby in Copenhagen, and with Paul-Heinz 
Dittrich and Edison Denisov in Berlin. Two years later he returned to Israel where he has 
been living since. In 2007 Elkana received his M.F.A. in music/sound from Bard College, 
New York. While at Bard, he focused on electronic music and took lessons with Pauline 
Oliveros, David Behrman, Richard Teitelbaum, George Lewis, Maryanne Amacher, and 
Larry Polansky among others.

Elkana composes concert music for orchestras, ensembles, and individual performers as 
well as music for dance, theatre, and films. His works have been performed and recorded 
by ensembles and musicians from all over the world.

Elkana is also an active performer. He regularly participates in concerts and performances 
of improvised music where he plays electric guitar and does real-time audio processing 
using his computer.

During his career, Elkana has received several important prizes for his compositions. 
Among them are the ACUM Golden Feather Award (2002), The Rozenblum Prize for Ex-
cellent Artists (2012) and the 2011 Prime Minister Prize for Music Composition. This prize 
is the highest award of it's kind for composers in Israel. In their decision the jury noted that 
Elkana is the author of "very original music, independent of the prevailing fashion, guided 
by unique and delicate taste," and radiates "a strong sense of honesty."
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In its review of Arabic Lessons, the English daily Jerusalem Post called it “a perplexing, 
beguiling 40-minute opus in which the composer challenges the so-called 'acceptable' 
form of the lieder, shattering it and building it anew, as if constructing a new world from 
its ashes. ... Arabic Lessons is one of the most significant works composed in Israel for 
quite a while.”

After the premiere of Casino Umbro the review said, “The wonderful Casino Umbro 
summed up and cast its shadow on the ones that came before it. This one had it all: spicy 
changing rhythms, hints of French baroque in the beginning and ending, clear structure, 
quasi American mechanistic minimalism that somehow gained energy and in no way felt 
monotonous and on the other hand transitions into a softer sound up to a full of vibrato 
violin solo, totally romantic, shameless and beautiful. And all this logical, one thing leads to 
the next and closing exactly at the right moment.”
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Casino Umbro (2010) Sextet for Flute (doubling Baroque Flute), Violin, 2 Bass 
viols (Viola da gamba), Harpsichord, and Piano

“Casino Umbro" means "Umbrian Noise" or mess; the work was created during the com-
poser’s residency at Civitella Ranieri in Umbria. Noise it is, if one considers the juxtaposition 
and fusion of two diametrically opposed musical style and sonic concepts—a baroque and 
contemporary one—a blasphemous concoction. (The work was invited by two Israeli en-
sembles: the contemporary music ensemble Meitar and the period instruments ensemble 
Israeli Bach Soloists.) But the spirit of lush Umbria penetrates the texture. 

The work is indeed a good one to enter into Amos Elkana’s sonic world: transparent de-
spite complications, communicative though sophisticated, soft and exuberant, emotional 
and thoughtful. It embarks with a French baroque gesture, embellished, warm; modal 
D. A perpetuum mobile jazz-like piano figuration emerges from this solemnity, gradually 
sweeping the other participants into its “mechanical” gesticulations, until all are dancing 
a “fractal” dance on a kaleidoscopally ever changing, adding and subtracting pitch and 
rhythm patterns. 

These two sections determine a structure of the kind found in Beethoven’s late works 
(and then in Mahler, Bartok and others): an alternating structure, in which each contrast-
ing section affects the next, which structurally refers back to the one before (in the spirit 
of an ABABA… form). The dreamy like section that follows the “fractal dance,” is thus a 
sonic and tonal admixture of both universes: impressionistic, fraught with novel sonorities, 
but allowing sporadically for “conventional” chords to flicker, soft and slightly embellished 
melodies to emerge. Fourth section is likewise reactive, becoming a more reflective, mod-
erate dance, divulging how modern-jazz piano can find itself dialoguing with a baroque 
harpsichord, without each losing its idiomatic identity, encouraging the other actors to 
similarly behave. 
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One can hear in another section a Schoenbergian Klangfarbenmelodie as a natural de-
velopment of forgoing events, followed by a Stravinsky-like recollection. And so it goes, 
until all is silenced back into a baroquian gesture – a whole tone higher, a universe apart. 

Arabic Lessons (1998) a song-cycle. Chamber music for 3 Sopranos, Flute  
(doubling piccolo), Trumpet in C, Tenor Saxophone, Cello, Electric Bass, Drum set

This live performance/recording presents a few, brief instances of distortion which could not be corrected.

If the European affiliation of the composer is well perceived in the first work, traversing dis-
tant eras in a musical time machine, here it is his middle-eastern roots and concerns that 
he connects to the German background of his ancestors. Languages and voices enter the 
scene, with the poetry of Michael Roes as the vehicle. The poet calls it "Arabic lessons," 
and wishes to penetrate through learning the language the agonized worlds of conflict, 
occupation, and memory.

The lessons are further “studied” by the Israeli composer through their reflections in both 
Hebrew and German. The trilingual text thus combined is a difficult one, politically and 
emotionally: Jews’ ambivalence towards German, Arabs’ and Israelis’ suspicion towards 
each other’s language. Yet it is a triad that harbors hope; one of reciprocal listening, of 
understanding through difference, of people learning grammar, vocabulary, and syntax of a 
basically unknown world that reveals itself through its loaded, inescapable political mean-
ings. Feminine voices, three sopranos are ideal carrier of this burden, this challenge. Each 
represents a single linguistic domain, which will be mingled or superimposed on the other. 
The rich, mellow, and vibrant instrumental ensemble of flute, trumpet, saxophone, cello, 
bass guitar, and percussion heightens atmosphere, accentuates meaning. In its chamber-
like, accompanying character and relations to voices it calls to mind the famous ensemble 
of a Pierrot Lunaire. 



The 13 poems and two instrumental sections of the entire cycle thus consist of a variety 
of combinations of texture and structure, which never repeat themselves. The First lesson 
starts with voice alone, in the language of the “third party”: German. It searches its way 
unsupported through practicing a “there is” structure (1. "Es Gibt"). The melody of the clear 
three-strophic construction intensifies itself from strophe to strophe while “breaking down,” 
in the third, a cracked “inventory” of what “is there.” “Four (instrumental) Loops” (2.) fol-
low. A 9-tone theme (or row) bases the variegating motion they yield through contraction, 
expansion and metrical playfulness; now homophonic, now fugal, or even heterophonic, in 
a way that bring certain Mediterranean sonic textures to mind. 

The “lessons” further flow. Shaped like a medieval “conductus,” the “Delegation” lesson 
(3.) focuses on WH questions fraught with political existential sense. The tri-lingual point-
counter-point proceeds from one fermata to the next—further punctuated by bass and 
drum—holding its rhetorical questions in the air. Where to stop? What adds to what? This 
becomes the major concern of the following lesson (4. Composed Words) performed by 
the Hebrew singer. Words can be composed into horrific, un/intended meanings and the 
thematic material now breathes “Israeliness”—tensed, full of angst. The composer “ex-
changes letters”—and notes—with his fellow composers and predecessors, accentuates 
desperation, the peril of gross misunderstanding. 

In Roots (5.) the three languages/vocalities further exhaust the potential of three-equal and 
rather wide-range voices, through imitative techniques that verge again on heterophony, 
with the middle voice, the German, acting sometimes as mediating between the two. 
Indeed, root structure characterizes Semitic languages and is foreign to German. Yet all 
languages, we learn, partake in “ruins of yesterday” and in homilies that are “destructive.” 
The musical allegory leads the trio, in the final section, to a 14th century hocketus: dis-
rupted, choked, alternating utterances, supported by the mellifluous sax. The short and 
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highly intense solo Arabic “Present” - Alhader (5.) compresses voice and ensemble in a 
breathless, less than a minute utterance, as if there is no future, or no time. 

Basic vocabulary (6.) takes us into a busy market of words and idioms. Commodities are 
exchanged, along with nervous, serpent-like motifs; the flute interlaces its waves, now 
exclaiming upon a new lingual merchandise, now uttering a help cry, now negotiating: can 
they understand each other, these separate agencies? Lists (7.), delivered in solemn Ger-
man mode, and Common Expressions (8.) follow; they manifest how lists may turn eerie 
and alternating proverbial utterances shake when frenziedly exchanged or combined by 
the performing protagonists. 

In the last lessons/songs drums and trumpet becomes more prominent and sound more 
connected to real life. Thus in Future (10.), the trumpet renders a declarative framework 
to which speaking voices—on pitch (German), without pitch (Hebrew), and melodically 
declarative (Arabic)—perform “a time before time,” transporting us to basics of speech, 
voice, and rhythm. Indeed, as lessons evolve, and we become more involved, the lan-
guages, qua performative languages, become more perceptible, each with its unique in-
tonation, pronunciation, and difference. Cairo (13.) and "Jerusalem" (15.) are entirely of 
this kind; separated by a rhythmical sermon ("Canon" 14.), basically unpitched, evoking a 
wasteland that extends between the two cities. 

Jerusalem, Elkana’s native city, where three Abrahamic religions encounter daily, is even 
more cacophonous, boisterous, and violent than Cairo. So are the voices; the languages 
unadorned, the sonorous envelope of instrumental ensemble harsh and unavoidable. Who 
will win. Who will get closer to God. Who is the desired sacrifice on the holy mount. In 
the meantime, there is a wound that does not bleed but kills, word that does not fall, but 
chokes, blackening street sign and a pile of soap and fish flour.
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"Es Gibt" (There is) is the first poem of the Arabic Lessons song-cycle by Michael Roes. 
Arabic Lessons is comprised of 13 poems that were first written in Arabic and then trans-
lated into German and Hebrew.

Following is the first poem in its English translation. The song-cycle in its entirety can be 
read online: www.amoselkana.com/arabic-lessons 

String Quartet No. 2 (2004) Quartet for 2 Violins, Viola, and Cello

String quartets have been always an arena for compositional experiments as they were 
a venue of intimate if not arcane discourse. String Quartet No. 2 strongly belongs to this 
tradition, due to its rich vocabulary of articulation, thematics, and textural modes. Elkana, 
searching for “rigorous predefined form that will grant him liberty of ‘pouring’ music into 
them,” elaborated a “method of composition with ‘fractal’ configurations,” which he inten-
sively and extensively uses in this work. The mathematical idea of fractals is that similar 
patterns recur at progressively smaller (or larger) scale. Fractals are everywhere around us, 
we perceive them in snowflakes and leaf veins, and they make up blood vessels and coast 
lines, enabling us to experience the whole in the detail. Inspired by this basic idea, in some 
of his works Elkana embarks by shaping predetermined tone matrix, which could contain 
any number of tones, in any order some even repeated within the original set from which 
he then draw certain numerical orders that will recur in various structural levels in the work 
he conceives. Thus differentiating his system from the 12-tone Schoenbergain method, 

There is
earth and ceiling
and builder of the walls
and between the walls
written carved
the window to the street

there is door and pencil
and leveler of roads
and between the ways
demanded and proved true
the expected friend

there is and and or
and the miner of structures
and under the cracks
rooted decaying
suddenly both
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Elkana still adheres, in the procedure he developed, to the latter’s basic permutational 
modes, to which he applies rules of selection to avoid arbitrary choice. Rhythm is likewise 
manipulated. The cohesive effect, though not easy to detect, is intuitively experienced due 
to the thick recursive connections between micro- and macro-levels including that of the 
entire work. 

This, of course, does not exempt the composer from an imaginative, creative process and 
from giving each movement its own unique character and modes of unfolding. Thus in the 
first movement the highly profiled, soft and almost solemn opening theme, fugued through 
the four parts, will not be able to hold an immediate outburst of an abrupt homophonic 
gesture, and the alternation and conflation of these two basic utterances will furnish the 
basic dramatic infrastructure of the entire movement. Despite calculation (or maybe due to 
its constrains) the movement can be experienced as an essay on the rise and fall of tonal 
energy, in its basic, visceral undulations. 

The second movement is born from sustained sounds, which are ever there to collect all 
that transpires, into their serene duration, even the most capricious, frantic figuration which 
abound here as well. Tonal sustainability is embodied here in variety of being and becom-
ing modes, and its presence is so strong throughout that even when it does not outwardly 
there we feel its presence. The brief scherzo-like third movement, a sort of peak in terms of 
the structure of the entire work, accentuates its edgy, almost ghost-like character through 
the sul ponticello (on the bridge) and other strings and bow effects, but no less by shap-
ing temporal irregularities as a natural, inevitable flow. Ideas and sonorities from previous 
movements are recollected in the fourth, elegiac one, which searches, in different ways, for 
expression of unbeknownst yearn. Beethoven’s Convalescent's "Holy Song of Thanksgiv-
ing to the Divinity, in the Lydian Mode” (String Quartet op. 132, 3rd movement) comes to 
mind. The fifth, a grand finale movement combines rondo-like construction with a playful 
recapitulation of moments and modes of being experienced throughout the work. 
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Tru'a (1994) Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra 

Tru’a in Hebrew means both fanfare and ululation, especially when referring to the Sho-
far blasts in the synagogue during the Days of Awe. This highly imaginative work of the 
young composer wavers between the two modes, here embodied by the brilliance of a 
concerto style and real moments of fanfaric calls (e.g. arpeggios in 3’51’’ and in the vir-
tuoso solo cadence) and the entreating mode of the existential calling of the shofar  (as in 
1’50’’ and 6’03’’). Even the synagogal congregation is here, through its traditional “hetero-
phonic chant mumbling” embodied by the orchestral “virtual agents” (which, paradoxically 
enough, the composer achieves by using the sonic technique associated with the Polish 
composer W. Lutoslawsky) so typical to the (Ashkenazi) synagogue (and the reason for 
accusing it as “noisy”). The solo clarinetist, celebrating the abundance of gestures, expres-
sions, implorations, and explorations, redolent of so much of the literature written for and 
played by this instrument throughout the 20th century and before, must perform it all as a 
grand ex-temporation (though every note, dynamic change, trill or articulation effect is writ-
ten down) as a ravishing play with temporalities, inspiring and sweeping the rich orchestral 
body in thousands of ways. 

Prof. Ruth HaCohen
The Artur Rubinstein Chair in Musicology

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
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